
Guide to Surviving Sleep Regressions

You've probably heard the term
buzzing around but, what exactly
IS a sleep regression?

Sleep regression is when your
baby's sleep patterns shift, due
to developmental leaps. They
may wake up more often during
the night or have a hard time
going back to sleep. Their naps
may also suddenly become
shorter or they may fight them
entirely.

As a parent, these regressions can be frustrating and make us feel
as if we are doing something wrong. Rest assured, you aren't doing

anything wrong! Your sweet baby is just growing a LOT during
these times and with positive growth can come some not so fun

"side effects" such as regressions.

There's no way for someone to fully prepare you for the journey of
parenthood but I am passionate about educating parents on those

things that we CAN expect in hopes of softening the blow. Your
child may or may not struggle with sleep regressions, but by

reading this guide, you will be prepared in case they do.



4 MONTHS OLD

Your baby will start to experience more frequent night wakings.
Your baby will start struggling at nap time

 sometimes they fall asleep normally but wake up after only about 30-45
minutes
sometimes they will refuse naps completely

Typically sleep regressions will last about 2-6 weeks. If it goes longer than the 6
weeks, we need to evaluate to see if poor sleep habits have been developed.
Oftentimes poor sleep habits will  appear during regressions because parents are
desperate to get their child to sleep and unknowingly pick up bad sleep habits. Not
to fret, we can get those corrected! 

I'm going to rip the bandaid off here so brace yourself...this regression may hit you the
hardest simply because it's the first. Not to mention you are JUST getting through the
newborn phase and things may seem to be finally getting into a nice routine then
BAM, baby is up multiple times per night and you're wondering how to make it stop.
Please know, I never say anything to scare you. Every child is different and you may hit
6 months and think "I thought they were supposed to regress at 4 months old?!". I
hope that is what happens for you, but if your baby does struggle, I want you to be
prepared. A little knowledge and preparation can be sanity savers. 

What You'll Notice:

How long should you expect this to last?



4 MONTHS OLD CONT.

What is the cause of this sleep regression?

Well as mentioned previously, regressions are paired with developmental leaps. If you
have not downloaded the app WONDER WEEKS, I highly suggest it! It will provide you
with so much knowledge and insight to what your child is experiencing during each
growth spurt or "leap".

During this developmental leap, your baby is transitioning from newborn to infant. As
a newborn, they could likely sleep anywhere without being disturbed by the
environment surrounding them. Now, your baby is much more aware of their
surroundings and are easily stimulated by things like light and sound which make it
much more difficult for them to sleep just anywhere.

Your baby is also adopting sleep habits that are commonly found in adults such as
taking longer to fall asleep, moving around during the night, and even waking up and
falling back to sleep during the night. 

During this leap, your baby is also establishing “object permanence". Object
permanence is the understanding that objects continue to exist even when they
cannot be seen, heard, or otherwise sensed. So your baby is now realizing that when
you put them down and leave the room, that you still exist. This can upset your baby
and cause a disruption in sleep. 

Many babies are also be working on new physical skills during this developmental
leap such as being able to roll over from tummy to back which can distract them
from sleeping well. As adults we get so excited when we learn a new skill, babies are
no different! They are practicing their new skills so they can show them off! Soon
enough your baby will learn to practice during the day instead of overnight. 

What you can do to ease the pain of the 4 month regression

If you have NOT started establishing a sleep routine, now is a great time to start.
Children thrive off of routines and having a solid routine will help your child cope
through the regression.



6 Months
This developmental leap is a big one! Your baby is learning to rolling (both front to
back and back to front) and may even be learning how to sit up on their own! As
discussed in the 4 month regression, your baby is just so excited about these new
skills and their brain hasn't quite figured out when the proper practice times are.
Teething is also very common during this regression. Teething can be very painful and
disrupt slee.

9 Months
During the 6 month leap, your child likely became a bit more mobile. Well at 9
months, they are very active and increasingly mobile! Now they are transition learning
how to crawl or maybe even “cruise,” pulling themselves up to stand, and shuffling
from one place to another on their own. In addition to the physical development, your
baby is mentally growing at a higher rate during the first two years of life than they
will the rest of their entire life! Babies are very curious and start to study and explore
the world around them. Your baby is likely babbling a lot these days. As a newborn
they just laid there and soaked things in but now they are able to physically explore
the world and even express their excitement vocally. 

How to survive the 6 and 9 month regressions
As previously mentioned, routines are crucial! Stick with your current schedule as
much as you can. Your child is likely going to be more clingy and fussy. As you now
know there is a lot going on right now and it can be exhausting so giving your baby
extra cuddles and affection during their wake times may help to reduce that stress. If
teething pain seems to be an issue, contact your pediatrician for pain relief remedies. 

Your baby may begin having frequent night wakings again
Your baby may start to wake before 6am 
Your baby's naps may only be 30-45 minutes
Your baby may resist sleep at both nap and bedtime.

You survived the 4 month regression and then your baby hits 6 months and it's like
deja vu. In this section I will cover the 6 and 9 month regressions, they are grouped
together because they are very similar. 

What You'll Notice:

Like the 4 month regression, this should last 2-6 weeks. If it goes too much longer
than 6 weeks we can look for those poor sleep habits and work on correcting them. 

6 & 9 MONTH REGRESSIONS



18 MONTH SLEEP REGRESSION

Your toddler may begin having frequent night wakings again
Your toddler's naps may only be 30-45 minutes
Your toddler may resist sleep at both nap and bedtime.
Your toddler may start fighting one nap in particular and be ready to transition to
just one nap per day if they are still napping 2x per day! Since routine is crucial
during a regression we hesitate to drop a nap too soon! 

This is the first regression of official toddlerhood and it may feel very tough for you!
But remember, this should be over in about 6 weeks or less. The newfound
independence around 12 months is now in full force and that can be displayed by
being more vocal and persistent about their sleep patterns!

What You'll Notice:

How to combat the 18 Month Regression 
Choices. Choices. Choices! Allowing your toddler to exercise their independence in
small ways can be one big win for you! Choose your battles is a secret to surviving
toddlerhood and this sleep regression! Maybe you let them pick their jammies or
which book to read at bedtime. In their toddler minds, they are in control and that
causes less disruption and chaos at bedtime. Win/Win!



You've got this!

Your toddler may begin having frequent night wakings again
Your toddler's naps may only be 30-45 minutes
Your toddler may resist sleep at both nap and bedtime.

Being two is a lot to handle for such a little person! There are a lot of life changes 
 (potty training, moving to a big kid bed, expecting a sibling, etc) likely happening for
your toddler during this time and without the capability to express their frustrations
like adults do, oftentimes this results in a sleep regression and temper tantrums. It is
likely they are also cutting their molars right now too which is extremely painful for
them! Separation anxiety returns around this age and your child may even begin
having nightmares. 

What You'll Notice:

How to survive the 2 year regression
Very similar to the recent regressions, a little extra affection goes a long ways! Your
child needs the extra cuddles, reassurance and support. As always, sticking to your
routine is advised to help keep some kind of normalcy for your toddler.

2 YEAR SLEEP REGRESSION

AND IF YOU EVER FEEL LIKE YOU NEED HELP, REACH OUT TO ME.
SERVING EXHAUSTED PARENTS IS WHAT SETS MY SOUL ON FIRE.

 
 

CONTACT ME HERE

WWW.SWEETESTSLEEPCO.COM


